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Declassified: NATO base opens to the public

This is now the headquarters looked when its tunnels were fashioned with ventilation systems, electricity, and traffic signs 							
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As part of an unusual chance to get a look at the life of an underground soldier, LARAE MALOOLY
explores the top-secret NATO underground headquarters that is now open to the public for first time
since the Cold War.
The area in and around Maastricht
abounds with fortifications. They
come in the form of gates, walls,
fortresses, casemates and mysterious tunnels that run for hundreds of
kilometers under the city and inside
nearby forested hills.
Numerous and spanning so many
centuries, it is as if each type of fortification marks another milestone
or turbulent era in the southernmost
Dutch city’s past.
The oldest gate in the Netherlands
is Maastricht’s Helpoort, or Hell’s
Gate, an ominous nickname referring
to when prisoners were once held
captive inside its stone towers. Dating

back to 1229 AD, Helpoort still stands
in the old city as a reminder of when
Liège’s prince-bishops and the dukes
of Brabant jointly ruled Maastricht,
even though the first medieval walls
that surrounded it are gone. (It shortly
thereafter received city rights, and so
Henry I, Duke of Brabant, granted the
permission to construct a fortified entrance).
Subsequent 15th century medieval
walls would mark Maastricht’s expansion and prosperity, rendering the
first walls obsolete. A complex of 18th
century fortifications called the Hoge
Fronten are dry trenches and bastions
of bomb shelters and mine galleries

Armand Rameckers is a volunteer guide who worked in the tunnels of the secret NATO headquarters

Entrance into the NATO headquarters, sent into the cliff face
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that span 15 hectares. No stranger to
siege, casemates on Maastricht’s west
side developed between 1575 and
1825 form 14 kilometers of bunkers,
vaulted chambers and powder rooms
to approach and surprise its enemies
from underground. These hid up to
30,000 people during WWII as they
took shelter from bombardments.
For a while now, visitors interested
in this turbulent history have had
access to all these sites with guided
tours, except one mysterious tunnel
system. Deep in the Boschberg/Cannerberg outside Maastricht, rumour
once had it that these secret tunnels
might have stored nuclear weapons.
They had been classified as top secret
since the beginning of the Cold War,
leaving its function to the imagination of anyone living nearby. They
were declassified in the early 90s,
but only this September have they

been opened for public viewing. Now
people can finally see for themselves
the tunnels’ true purpose, as a NATO
headquarters and command centre.
Into darkness
“We said nothing”, explains Armand
Rameckers, a retired member of the
Royal Netherlands Air Force. “People
who lived here knew we were in the
military but they never knew exactly
what our job was. We were not allowed to speak about what we were
doing then, but we can tell you now.”
Locals have waited decades to
know, and tours are sold out through
the rest of 2013.
Holding a propane lantern in one
hand, Rameckers leads visitors down
the pitch-black tunnels, which once
held a fully operational NATO command centre that delegated opera-
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tions in the region. Follow him closely, or else. The volunteer guide knows
the twists and turns of its 90 kilometres of underground corridors by
heart, having served in this maze for
seven years. Stretching from Maastricht to the Belgian town of Kanne,
the larger tunnels form streets,
named alphabetically from Alpha
Street to Golf Street. Main Street was
the central artery that linked them
and the 400 offices manned by soldiers from the Netherlands, Belgium,
the United States, United Kingdom
and Germany.
His lantern’s soft light enhances
the yellow walls made of pure limestone. Crumbly to the touch, he won’t
reveal why the soft stone is scarred
with scratches from the ceiling to the
floor. We hope they aren’t claw marks,
as the last person in the group holds
a second lantern to ensure no one is
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The telex room with NATO member state military employees 													Photo: Larae Malooly

Joint Operations Centre 						
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left in the darkness. Rameckers waits confidence to start trading again, to
until the end of the tour to reveal the trust each other and move toward postory behind these scars.
litical union.”
As the potential threat of Soviet
Underground history
invasion across the North German
Plain into Allied-occupied West GerBut first, we learn that, centuries ago, many increased, the British Army of
this was a limestone quarry used to the Rhine shifted in its role from ocbuild houses, fortresses, bridges, and cupying West Germany to defending
the adjacent Château Neercanne. it.
Farmers would cultivate mushrooms
The forces also controlled the Britin the resulting tunnels and use them ish contribution to NATO after the alto store cattle in winter. They were liance formed in 1949, and they found
used time and again as shelters dur- the Cannerberg an ideal location for
ing war since the Middle Ages.
the new NATO command structure.
When, in the 1940s, Maastricht’s “The facilities were already here, the
population hid in the casemates concrete corridors, electricity was alacross town, Nazi soldiers were using ready installed, and it was a remote
the Cannerberg tunnels as an assem- area – something very interesting for
bly factory for V1 missiles by 1944. NATO to put their war headquarters
They paved the limestone over in here in this pit,” Rameckers explains.
concrete, installed electricity, and laid
The Dutch Ministry of Defence at
track to transport the missiles by rail. the time rented the tunnels from the
Once Allied forces neared the area Limburg Landscape Foundation for
after the Ardennes Offensive, they 50 years, an agreement that required
evacuated.
additional signatures from Lady Lou“Germans in 1944 told a black ise Poswick (after all, she owned Châjoke that went, ‘Better to enjoy the teau Neercanne at the time and the
war; the peace will be terrible,’” says Cannerberg was in her backyard) and
Dr. Jamie Shea, Deputy Assistant Sec- the Jesuit fathers of Maastricht, who
retary General for Emerging Security. had been occupying adjacent tunnels
The Allies might have secured peace, in the same mountain since 1860.
but black hopelessness and despair
In the 1950s, the intention was to
rested over the rubble heap that was use the tunnels only during wartime,
Europe after WWII.
and the space by 1956 was given the
So besides a fear of hostility to- status “Top Secret” by royal decree
ward the Soviet Union, Shea claims under the Law of State Secrets. The
that “NATO was first and foremost an Iron Curtain would by 1963 make
attempt by Europeans to seek some the tunnels a 24-hour command opreassurance, an underpinning in eco- eration. During the day, 400 active
nomics and military, to give them military manned these tunnels, with

a night crew of 40, swelling to over
1,000 men during exercises.
These forces were comprised
of NATO’s Northern Army Group
(NORTHAG), and their air support,
the Second Allied Tactical Air Force
(2 ATAF), was poised to mobilise there
in the event of war.
The tunnels were also an Allied
Tactical Operations Centre (ATOC),
commanding the Dutch, German,
British, Belgian and even US units in

northwestern Germany. A Joint Op- in its place. Nothing rotted when the
erations Centre would communicate headquarters was operational, and air
with their units and command posts. conditioning kept all equipment and
staff at a constant temperature of 18
Tunnel life
degrees Celsius. Today, however, the
dank corridors are cold and desolate.
“You can imagine for that amount of Anything left in this environment too
people, you would have to have all long would rot away.
sorts of facilities, like a small fire staBut the tunnels’ emptiness has
tion, medical service, a kitchen. But nothing to do with the humidity.
also toilets and bathrooms. It all was Though it does explain the ominous
established here. It was actually a vil- scratches on the wall. A fire broke
lage,” recalls Rameckers, whose task out in the ventilation system, spread
it was at the time to oversee one Bel- by the cork material inside the shaft.
gian and four German conscripts in Layers of aluminium over cement
an office.
mixed with asbestos contaminated
He passes through a series of the entire headquarters with poisonheavy metal doors, resistant to the ous asbestos. Luckily, the end of the
pressure of an explosion. Rameckers Cold War shortly thereafter would
mentions the place was over-pres- close this location for good.
surised, geared toward preventing nuStill, the Ministry of War had to
clear, biological, or chemical assaults return the property to the Limburg
out of the corridors. Decontamination Landscape Foundation in good condichambers had separate entrances and tion once the 50-year lease was up. It
special showers. The headquarters took a painstaking ten years and 40
also had an independent water sup- million euro to remove 9.3 million kiply and ship diesel engines to keep los of asbestos from the site by hand
electricity running, even if the public – using metal scrapers. That explains
grid failed.
those ominous scratches embedded
Empty niches in the wall mark deep into the soft yellow limestone.
where vending machines selling cola
Amidst the deserted NATO headand even beer once stood. But the quarters is a piece of art called N8W8,
dartboards and ping-pong tables are a play on Rembrandt’s masterpiece
long gone. Rooms dedicated to cum- nicknamed The Nightwatch. It is part
bersome telex machines – each ma- of artist Rob Scholte’s exhibition aptly
chine relaying encrypted messages to titled Shelter – housed in the darkits own unique unit – lay empty.
ness of one of many hidden shelters
The red cross of the medical sta- in the area of Maastricht, but perhaps
tion long disintegrated by the hu- the most intriguing fortifications of
midity has a temporary metal sign them all.
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